Sustainable development is a necessary part of hotel industry and precise efficiency measurement is required to have it, particularly in today's competitive environment. In this paper a method of efficiency evaluation and comparison is introduced which can categorize hotels with respect to their stars rating as well as size, place, budget and many other differences and protects the poor hotels from being compared with large hotels, international hotels and branded hotels. The outcome of the research can help the hospitality researchers to be able to compare (evaluate the efficiency of) hotels from different levels and categories.
INTRODUCTION
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a relative mathematical method for measuring efficiency of decision making units (DMUs) based on multiple inputs and outputs.
Hotel industry needs fair and accurate methods for efficiency evaluation and comparisons and using weak techniques or wrong methods can lead to inaccurate decisions. Hotel industry, due to its nature contains various categories and classifications, and there is a large difference between the smallest and the largest hotels in a region, city, state, country and worldwide. By classifying DMUs in efficiency evaluation, we can provide a fair method of evaluation. Fuzzy set theory was developed by Zadeh (1965) provides theoretical concepts to model linguistic factors and perform better decision makings.
Banker and Morey (1986) developed the first categorical method in DEA (CDEA). Mixed-integer linear programming was the base of their model. An effective method was provided by Tone (1997) which could use any DEA model to evaluate the efficiencies. Tone's (1997) technique provided different categories where DMUs from weakest category's efficiency scores were evaluated only against DMUs from the same category and for the next category the lower categories were added in efficiency evaluation until the highest category which evaluation includes all of the DMUs. Mansourirad and Daneshian (2011) provided an evaluation technique for multi categorical DMUs using DEA. Their method included a membership degree for each DMU in different categories and efficiency values were computed with respect to the memberships to increase the efficiency scores as much as possible.
In this paper, we suggest a method for comparing hotels with different classifications (star rating in particular) where the factors (inputs and output) can have fuzzy essence. The technique was utilized to compare 20 hotels (as an example) with five different categories (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 star hotels).
CDEA AND FUZZY MODEL
Consider the tone (1997) algorithm as the method we use to categorize selected hotels, the method is flexible and allows us to use any DEA model related to our problem. Based on classification of the selected hotels, consider the hotel to be in the following n categories, C 1 , C 2 , … , C n , (for example for hotels with 1 to 5 stars, n=5, and the categories are C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 respectively where the highest level is C 5 and stands for the category of 5-star hotels and the lowest level C 1 stands for category of 1-star hotels). The efficiency of hotels in the lowest category would be evaluated only in their own category. Hotels of category C 2 would be compared within categories C 1 , C 2 , efficiency of hotels from category C 3 , would be evaluated within categories C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , and so on, until the last category C n , where hotels from all categories would be selected in the evaluation. In this way efficiency of each hotel would be evaluated only between its own category and the lower categories. To calculate the efficiency of n with the restriction of the same fraction to be less than fuzzy number 1. Such model is a fuzzy fractional model and can be transformed into an interval model with two phase introduced by .
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Numerical example. Table1, gives information about hotels star ratings, as well as inputs and outputs data and the interval efficiency scores with respect to various alpha levels. left hand side and right hand side is calculated for five different specific α values of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. Only hospital H is recognized as the efficient hotel because for any value of α its efficiency value is 1= (1,1). Other than hotel H, hotels I, K, L and S can be considered as efficient but they are not efficient stable because by changing the value off α, their right hand side value also changes from 1 to lower than 1.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method which lets us evaluate relative efficiency scores of different hotels with different classifications while the input and output factors have fuzzy essence.
